Temperature climatology ofthe middle atmosphere from long-termlidar measurements at
mid- and low-latitudes.
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At mid-latitudestheCNRS-SARayleighlidar
at
OHP (44.0°N, 6.OoE) hasobtainedmore
than 1240
The temperature structure of the middle atmosphere
nighttime temperature profiles between 30 and 95 km
has been studied for several decades using a varietyof
techniques. However, temperature profiles derived fromfrom1978tothepresentwith75to300mvertical
resolution,and670profiles at CEL(44.0°N,l.OoW)
lidarmeasurements can provideimprovedvertical
from
1986 to 1994 with 300 m vertical resolution. The
[Hauchecorne and Chanin,
resolutionandaccuracy
total
estimated
error at the top of each profile is about
19801. Lidars can alsoprovidelong-termdataseries
20-25
K.
This
error
drops to less than1 K at mid-range
relatively absent of instrumental
drift, and integrationof
(typically55
km) and
below.
The
CSU
(40.6ON,
the measurements over several hours removes most of
105.low) Na lidar has obtained nearly 250 temperature
the gravity wave-like short-scale disturbances.
profiles in the Na layer between 80 and 110 km since
This paper describes a seasonal climatology of the
1989 with an initial 75 m vertical resolution smoothed
middleatmospheretemperaturederivedfromlidar
over
3km. The total estimated error
is less than 4K and
measurements obtainedat several mid- and low-latitude
8
K
at
the
top
and
bottom
of
the
profiles
respectively,
locations. Resultsfkom the following lidars, which have
K
at
mid-range
(typically
90 km). At
dropping
to
0.6
all obtained a long-term measurement record, were used
lower
latitudes,
the
JPL
Rayleighmaman
lidars
in this study: the two Rayleighlidarsof the Service
[McDermid
et
a/.,
19951
located
at
TMF
(34.4'N,
d'Adronomie
du
CNRS,
France,
located
the
at
117.7OW)and MLO (44.0°N, 155.6OW) have obtained
Observatoire de Haute Provence ( O m , 44.OoN) and at
more than 685 and 410 temperature profiles
from 30 to
the Centre dEssais des Landes (CEL, 44.0°N), the two
SO
km
since
1988,
and
from
15
to
90
km
since
1993
Rayleigh/Raman
lidars
of the Jet Propulsion
respectively.
Most
of
the
routine
measurements
Laboratory,
USA,
located
at Table
Mountain,
comprise a 1.5-2.0 hour integration experiment, usually
California (TMF, 34.4"N) and at Mama Loa, Hawaii
the
at
beginning
the
ofnight.
The
associated
(MLO, 19.5ON), andtheColoradoStateUniversity,
temperature
errors
are similar to those of the French
USA,sodium lidarlocated at FortCollins,Colorado
(CSU, 40.6ON). The overall data set extends from 1978 Rayleigh lidars but the top of the pmfiles are slightly
lowered.
to
1997
with
different
periods
of
measurements
Forallinstruments,eachindividualtemperature
depending on the instrument. Three of the instruments
profile
was interpolated to obtain data points every one
are located at primary or complementary stations
(OW,
kilometer.
Then, all temperature profiles were merged
TMF, MLO) withintheNetworkforDetection
of
into
a
composite
singleyearofdata.Aweighted
Stratospheric Change (NDSC). Several aspects of the
running
average
with a triangularday
3 width
3
filtering
temperature climatology obtained by lidar
in the middle
scheme was applied to each day of the composite year
atmosphere are presented, including the cliitological
thataprofilewasavailable.
No removaloftidal
temperature average through the year; the annual and
MLO therole of the
semi-annual components, and the differences compared structureswasperformed.At
diurnalandsemidiurnaltides
maynotbenegligible
to theCIRA-86 climatological model.
above 80 km and similarly for the diurnal component at
2. The instruments, database and data processing.
CSU above 90km.
The RayleigNRaman and sodium fluorescence lidar
3. Results
techniques for measuring temperature profilesare well
a. Climatological temperatures.
establishedandhavebeendescribedindetail
by
The mean annual temperature climatologies obtained
numerous authors. Some details of the lidar techniques
are
presentedinFigure l(a) and (b) for OHP+CEL
used in this study can be found in Hauchecorne and
together (same latitude), and
MLO. A distinctly defined
Chanin [1980], Leblanc etal.
[1998a], She etal.
temperaturepattern is observedatbothsites.For
[1992], McDermid et al. [1995].
1. Introduction

OHP+CEL [Fig.l(a)] afamiliarmid-latitudewarm
summer and cool winter stratosphere
is observed with a
maximum of 272K in May-June anda minimum of 255
K in early November at the stratopause altitude of 47
km. A characteristic
warm
winterkold
summer
mesosphere is also observed witha maximum of 220 K
in December and January, and a minimum of 195-200
K in May-June at 75 km, which is in good agreement
with previous climatologies[Huuchecorne et al., 19911.
The weak
negative
vertical
temperature
gradient
observed in winter is the consequence of the seasonal
average of the
so-called
mesospheric
temperature
inversions occurring during the entire winter at OHP
and CEL, and more specifically in February
at TMF
(not shown).
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Figure 1. Climatological t e m p e r a b s obtained from lidar
measurements at (a) OJ3PKEL (44.0%), and (b) MLO
(19.5"N, 155.6"w). Contour intervalis 5 K.
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Figure I@) (MLO) clearly shows a semiannual cycle
at thestratopauseandanannualcycleinthelower
stratosphere with a very cold minimumof 190 K at 17
km identii7ed as the tropical tropopause.As expected at
these latitudes, the amplitude of the seasonal variations
is weak. At the top (80-85km), where the effectof the
mesospherictides is thelargest,themeasuredcold
temperaturesaremorerepresentativeofearlynight
temperatures than nightly(orevena24-hour)mean
temperatures.
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Figure 2. Monthly mean differences from the CIRA-86
temperatures for (a) OHF'KEL and CSU, @) TMF, and (c)
MLO. Contour intervalis 2 K.

b. Difference from CIRA-86
The
monthly
mean
lidar
temperatures
were
subtracted
from
monthly
the mean
CIRA-86
temperatures [Fleming et ul,, 19901. Thetemperature
difference between the observed lidar and the CIRA-86
climatologies is plotted in Figure 2(a) OHP+CEL and
CSU, (b) TMF and (c) MLO. Since they have quasiseparatedaltituderanges,OHP+CELandCSU
are

error is observedatstratopausealtitudes.For
MLO
(Fig.2(c)] the entire region between 15 and
55 km is
colder than the CIRA; up to4
K in theupper
stratosphere. In the
stratosphere
the
systematic
departure is about2 K. Atmesopausealtitudesthe
systematic erroris remarkably large at mid-latitudes as
illustratedbythedifferenceCSU-CIRA[Fig.2(a)]
where a very large positive departure of than
more16 K
is observed in the entire mesopause region (90-95
km).
Clancy et ul. [1994]reportedsimilarSME/CIRA-86
departures suggesting that the CIRA is definitely too
cold at these heights and latitudes.
In addition
to
the
systematic
errors,
observed
temperatures are up to 10 K colderthan CIRA in
DecemberandJanuarybelow40
km atOHP+CEL.
This can be explained by the out-of-phase occurrence,
betweenlateJanuaryandFebruary,
of stratospheric
warmings at OHP and CEL andits equivalent occurring
earlier
the
in
CIRA
model
(December-January).
Consequently the CIRA is too warm in December and
JanUary.
In the
lower
mesosphere
OHP+CEL
and
TMF
temperatures are warmer than CIRA. A maximum
departure of 10 K near 70km is observed in February
at
TMF, 4 K at 60 km in April-May for all mid-latitudes
sites,and4
K (respectively8 K) at60-70 km in
November above OHP/CEL (respectivelyTMF). In the
mid-mesosphereOHP/CELtemperatures
are colder
thanCIRAwith
a maximum departureof 10 K in
November
at
75-80
km. At MLO [Fig.2(c)]
the
temperaturedepartures are smaller than at mid-and
subtropical-latitudes. This is notsurprisingsincethe
variability is itself
smaller
low-latitudes.
at
Consequently the errors due to the annual and semiannual amplitudes, and due to the seasonal transitions,
are minimized. In theentiremiddleatmospherethe
CIRA model is warmer except at two times of the year
between 60 and 70km. At 80 km a maximum negative
departure of10 K can be observed. In the 60-70 km
region CIRA is colder as alreadyobservedatmidlatitudes [Fig.2(a),(b)]. Also, a very special pattern is
observed at thebeginning of theyear,anegative
departure is propagating
downward
from
80
km
associated with a positive departure around 65km and
another negative departure between
50 and 55 km.

presentedonthesameplot,Figure2(a),witha
separating altitudeof 84-85km.
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c. Temperature deviations from the annual mean
Theannualmeantemperatureprofilewasthen
subtracted from each available daily composite profile
toobtainthedailydeviation
from theannualmean.
Figure 3 represents this deviationfor(a)
CSU and
OHP+CEL, (b) TMF, and (c) MLO. Asexpected for
CSU,OHP+CEL,and
TMF [Fig.3(a),(b)] an annual
cycle is clearly dominant in both the stratosphere and
mesosphere.
At
67-70
km its
phase
is inverted
comparedwiththesolar
flux leadingtotheclassic

flow

Figure 3. Daily mean deviationfrom the annual mean
shown in
temperature (from the temperature climatology
Figure 1). (a) CSU and OHE'+CEL, (b) TMF, (c) MLO.
Contour internalis 2 K.

At OHP and CEL [Fig.2(a)]theobservedtemperatures are systematically 2-4 K colder than CIRA
between 30 and 40 km, especially in summer, and 2-6
K colder between 70 and 80 km, while no systematic
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in the mesosphere with a very cold summer mesopause
at 85 km, good
inagreement
with
previous
climatologies. At lower
latitudes,
semiannual
a
oscillation (SAO) propagates downward from85 to 30
km and is characterized by a stronger first cycle than
thesecond (4 K and2 K amplituderespectively).
Finally, sudden seasonal transitions, highly consistent
betweenallinstruments,havebeenobserved(not
shownhere). In particular, in theearlywintermidlatitudes a two-step warmingof the winter mesosphere
between 65 and85 km as well as a coolingof the lower
mesosphereappearto
be real cliitological events
rather than some short-term geophysical
or instrumental
random variability.

warm
summer
stratosphere
and
cold
summer
mesosphere and vice-versa in winter. A second phase
inversion is clearly observed at CSU Fig.3(a)] around
95-100 km, marking
the
transition
between
the
dynamically and chemicallyor radiatively driven upper
mesosphere. These plots, in particular Figure 3(a), also
show a warm late-winter centered at 35-40 km. This is
the signature of the stratospheric wannings occurring
from January to March at mid- and high-latitudes.
This
signature is still observable in Figure 3(b) but with a
weaker magnitude. Another warm spot is observed at
65-67 km in November reaching 11 K for OHP/CEL
and 8 K for TMF. This feature can also be observed in
Figure l(a) as abulge
ofwarmtemperaturesin
November between 60 and km.
70
In contrast to the mid-latitudes sites MLO Fig.3(c)]
primarily exhibits a semi-annual cycle between 25 and
80 km altitude. This is notsurprisingsince MLO is
located at 19.5ON and is influenced by the equatorial
dynamicalpatternwhichin
turn is affected by both
northernandsouthernhemispheres.Thesemi-annual
cycle observed here is almost a continuous downward
propagatingoscillationwithanappmximatevertical
speedof12
Wmonth andcanbe idensled as the
thermalsemi-annualoscillation (SAO). Theso-called
mesopauseandstratopauseSAOsappearhere
as a
combined single SA0 propagating downward from the
mesopause to 30 km with minimum amplitude at 45
km. A phase inversion is observed near 82 km similar
to that observed bySME at 83 km [Garcia and Clancy,
19901. The oscillation is strongly modulated with the
first cycle being stronger than the second.
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4. Summary

Long
term
measurements
from
several
lidar
instruments (Rayleighkman andsodium)locatedat
44.0°N, 40.6"N, 34.4ON, and 19.5ON have been used to
develop a new climatology of the middle atmosphere
temperature. The climatologiesfor each lidar were first
comparedtotheCIRA-86model.Largedifferences
betweenthelidartemperaturesandtheCIRA-86
temperatures
are
identified
and
explained.
When
compared to instruments,
all
CIRA-86
appears
systematically too cold between 90 and 95
km, by 20 K
or more, and possibly 6-8 K too warm around 80 km,
making its use as areferenceatmospheremodel
questionable at these altitudes. The annual and semiannualcomponentsoftheseasonalvariabilitywere
investigated. An annual cycle with 6-7 K amplitude in
the upper stratosphere, increasing to 15-20
K at 80 luq
is observed at mid-latitudes. This cycle is in phase with
the solar flux in the stratosphere and in opposite phase
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